Flipping Over 2D & 3D Shapes
With The Cat’s Hat
teachers pv matteachers pv mat
Name:

shapes up with Dr. Seuss.
I see a ball and
________________
He sees some blocks
and ________________
She sees an ice cream
cone and
_____________________

We see a pop can
and ________________

Teacher’s color copy to make a sample to share.
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I’m Flipping Over 3D Shapes!
Use my sample to easily make an example to share with their students. If this is a homework assignment they also have the option of using clip
art or stickers if they don’t want to draw something that represents that shape.!
cTeachWithMe.com

I see a domino and
He sees a cracker and
She sees a clock and
We see a rug and
They see a sign and
The cat sees a bolt and
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Name:

shapes up with Dr. Seuss.

I see a rectangle

rectangle ________

He sees a square

square __________

She sees a circle

circle ___________
oval ____________

We see an oval
They see a triangle

triangle __________

The cat sees a hexagon

hexagon _________

This is another page option. You can do this instead of the trace & write page, or in addition
to, making this a “triple flip” hat.

I’m Flipping Over Shapes!

Seuss Shapes Up!

Children read the simple sentence and complete it by writing the word of the object that is
pictured on the right, then add end punctuation, and color the pictures.

Run off on white paper. Students color the shapes each a different color. !
Children read the sentences, underline the capital letters, and add end punctuation. !
They trace and then write the shape word and then color and draw each shape. !
Students cut around the outside edge of the large square, then they cut on the lines, so that each strip section will flip up
revealing the matching shape sentence underneath.!
Remind students to not cut past the left hand rectangle. This is the section that will be glued on top of the matching section,
which will be the bottom of their large “hat”. !
To assist in them not snipping the stripes off, have them fold that section up, to act as a stopping point. When everyone has
completed their booklet, read it together as a whole group. I’ve used a variety of pronouns, for another teachable moment. !

Color each of the shapes their own color. Count up each shape and fill in the graph.
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I see a sphere
___________

Name:

He sees a cube
___________

I see a ball and
________________

She sees a cone
___________

He sees some blocks
and ________________

We see a cylinder

She sees an ice cream
cone and
_____________________

!

cTeachWithMe.com

shapes up with Dr. Seuss.

cTeachWithMe.com

Children read the simple sentence and complete it by writing another object that has that
shape. They draw a picture, add end punctuation, then color the pictures.
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I see a domino and

Students trim around the edges to make a flip booklet. !
They trace and then write the shape words. !
If they want their hat to look like Dr. Seuss’s Cat in the Hat’s hat, they need to color alternating stripes red. !
Students glue the “flip up” portion of their hat, on top of this bottom half. !

!

____________

He sees a cracker and
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She sees a clock and
We see a rug and

We see a pop can
and ________________

I see a domino and

They see a sign and

I’m Flipping Over 3D Shapes!

He sees a cracker and

Use my sample to easily make an example to share with their students. If this is a homework assignment they also have the option of using clip
art or stickers if they don’t want to draw something that represents that shape.!
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She sees a clock and
We see a rug and
They see a sign and
The cat sees a table and
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The cat sees a bolt and

Flipping Over 2D & 3D Shapes
Shaping Up With Seuss Booklets

If you liked this Seuss-themed resource,
you may also like these as well.

Diane
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Seuss Writing Prompt
Craftivity

“Cent-sational” Seuss
Coin Craftivity
Oh the

My Bucket List
top 5 things I want to do are:

!
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Trace and write.
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chat
cat

cat
that
flat

Print, laminate & trim.
Students can match the word to the picture.
Children can put the word cards in alphabetical order.
Make a double set to play Memory Match & “I Have; Who Has?” games.
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Pat, the fat
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brown cat,
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Credits

Credits

Credits

Designing stuff for TpT, is extra fun because of the awesome
clip art & fonts that I use from these talented artists.
Dianne J. Hook

0415210111

Thank you so much for buying this product.
I truly hope you’ll love this item & that it will
make your life easier & teaching more fun!
To my loyal followers: I promise to post at least one FREEBIE each
month that will hopefully knock-your-socks-off.
Please take a moment to leave feedback to earn valuable points,
which equal money for future TPT purchases! Woo hoo.
If for any reason you’re unhappy, please email me at:
dianetpt@gmail.com
Blessings,

Diane
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“Believe you
can and
you’re
half way
there.”
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